
Free to Forgive 
Jesus shows us how to respond to those who hurt us. 
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Forgiveness can pose some slippery questions. 
It is the center point around which our faith revolves. But when we are the ones who need to forgive, forgiveness 
becomes more difficult. To believe that God forgave me millennia ago, pardoning me in a broad theological sweep 
with billions of others, seems, for some reason, more reasonable than my granting forgiveness to someone who has 
wronged me. 
In Col. 3:13, Paul writes, "Bear with each other and forgive whatever grievances you may have against one another. 
Forgive as the Lord forgave you." Forgiveness is intensely personal. It affects the way I relate to God and interact 
with others. 

WHAT FORGIVENESS IS NOT 

We can begin to understand forgiveness by looking at what it is not. 
Forgiveness is not a cover-up or a game of "let's pretend." It is not a performance in which we shrug our shoulders 
and pretend the offense was "no big deal." 
Forgiveness is not teeth-gritting determination to keep going no matter what. Sheer willpower to overlook or 
minimize an offense will never achieve forgiveness. Quite often, such an approach creates bitterness instead, 
especially when the other person fails to respond as desired. 
Forgiveness is not passive resolve to wait the problem out, hoping time will heal all wounds. 
Forgiveness is not merely excusing people who offend our personal preferences or who annoy us by their selfish 
choices, such as a friend who orders a pizza with everything on it when he knows you don't eat olives and 
mushrooms, or the obnoxious driver who cuts you off on the freeway during your rush-hour commute. These may 
test our tolerance levels, but not our willingness to forgive. 

WHAT FORGIVENESS IS 

While tolerance makes allowances, forgiveness releases a legitimate debt. 
Throughout life there are many things we rightfully owe people; and there are things that we, in turn, expect from 
others. We owe love to God, others, and our enemies (Matthew 5:44; Mark 12:30-31). We owe honor to God, parents, 
and each other (1 Samuel 2:30; Romans 12:10; Ephes. 6:2). We owe obedience to God, to employers, to church 
leaders, and to authorities (Deut. 13:4; Romans 13:1-2; Ephes. 6:5; Hebrews 13:17), and depending on our position of 
authority, obedience is due us. We owe faithfulness to God, to our spouse, to our friends, and to others (see 
Proverbs 3:34; 1 Cor. 6:18-20), and we should expect faithfulness in return. 
Yet though we know how we should treat others and how we want them to relate to us, we still fail. Sometimes we 
fail miserably, badly wounding — or being wounded by — others. When Christ tells us to forgive, He is speaking to 
those who are most vulnerable — those who have, in some way, been violated. He knows that He speaks to people 
whose trust has been betrayed or who face humiliation. His words are intended for those whose character or 
reputation has been unjustly damaged, for the one whose life has been unfairly invaded and marred by the sin of 
others. And that is the difficulty of forgiveness — the offended person is affected by someone else's moral failure. 
Quite plainly, it is not fair. Yet, in the midst of pain and disillusionment, Christ says, "Forgive." 
We must understand that He is not minimizing the violations that maim lives. He is not questioning the authenticity of 
the offense and its harm. But at the point of trampled innocence, we are still told to forgive. We are told to release a 
legitimate debt. When we forgive, we guarantee  that the offending person's violation will not be held against him. 
Jesus never qualifies His statement. Whatever the failed obligation, whatever the violation, from first to last He says, 
"Forgive." And, to make His point clear and to silence all exceptions, He adds, "as I have forgiven you." 
Here there can be no argument. There is no debt of love and honor greater than what we owe Christ. There is no 
moral violation more profound than our disobedience to God. Yet He releases us. We are forgiven. And, as always, 
He says, "Follow me." 
The person who chooses to forgive acts contrary to any natural inclinations for immediate and personal justice, 
imitating Jesus' response to the unjust treatment He endured: "When they hurled their insults at him, he did not 
retaliate; when he suffered, he made no threats. Instead, he entrusted himself to him who judges justly (1 Peter 2:23). 
Personal definitions of fairness are set aside. If against us, however justified our hurt, we must view it all from the 



cross-beams of Calvary. True forgiveness rises from a deep-rooted trust in Jesus Christ and in the values of His 
kingdom. 

MUST WE FORGIVE? 

It is clear that God desires, commands, and expects us to be forgiving. But, as with so much of life, we are faced 
with choices. We can either say, "I will," or "I won’t" — it’s up to us. 
The person who decides against forgiveness, focusing instead on his own hurts and injustices, will reap severe 
consequences. Unforgiving people often live in a system of weights and balances, efforts and paybacks. In such a 
system, when an offense occurs, the guilty person comes under scrutiny and his behavior is closely watched. In a 
relationship of this sort, there is rarely enough behavioral change to satisfy the unforgiving person. The debt caused 
by the offense is never completely paid off. The offended person will always detect a mistake, will always find reason 
to put off restoration. 
Because the unforgiving person focuses upon the debt owed him, he is incapable of extending grace and 
forgiveness to the person who wronged him. Not surprisingly, he does not find the forgiveness and mercy of God 
satisfying. Unforgiveness erects a barrier to receiving God's forgiveness, cripples personal relationships, and warps 
a person's understanding of his own worth. 
Jesus' model prayer for His disciples in Matthew 6 includes these oft-repeated words: "Forgive us our debts, as we 
also have forgiven our debtors." Christ develops this idea at the conclusion of the prayer by saying, "For if you 
forgive men when they sin against you, your heavenly Father will also forgive you. But if you do not forgive men their 
sins, your Father will not forgive your sins." Jesus' words echo the same warning He gave in the tale of the 
unmerciful servant. Unforgiving people are consumed with their own circumstances and feelings. The sad result is an 
arrogant denial of God's mercy, trivializing God's own great sacrifice. Their sense of personal wrong (however 
warranted) so fills their vision that they cannot see beyond it to the cross. Unforgiving people cannot be truly contrite 
before God in response to their own sins. 

BACK AT THE CROSS 

Christ refused to give in to natural inclinations and retaliate against His accusers. He leads the way by taking us back 
to the cross. There, nothing is ever the same; human relationships are transformed into divine interactions because 
Jesus always stands between. He stands between me and God, bringing together two who were estranged into a 
loving friendship. He stands between the new me and the old, enabling me to live by divine power a life of goodness 
that was otherwise impossible; and He stands between me and others, handing me the opportunity to live beyond 
myself in love... and forgiveness. 


